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In the Name of Allah, The Merciful, The Most Compassionate
Thanks be to Allah, and prayers and peace be upon the most noble of
prophets and messengers and what follows:
The whole world witnessed last week the American shelling campaigns which
got Muslims in the Yemen of faith and wisdom, and that resulted in
mujahedeen and common Muslim martyrs in Baydaa and Shabwa, we ask
Allah to accept them and elevate their place in His company and to elevate
their status, and to replace them for us, and for their families; and based on
that; we note that this shelling and others are but parts of the parts of the
war which the Muslim nation leads against the Zionist-Crusade enemy and its
clients. And we assure our Muslim brethren that the mujahedeen and their
leaders are in good condition by the grace of Allah, unlike what the agent
government in Sanaa claims, part of their rumours in the media is that they
killed three mujahedeen amongst them is a senior AlQaeda person during a
landing that the Yemeni forces – they so claim – against a car with
mujahedeen in it in Shabwa and that’s bald lie, as the three mujahedeen who
were killed, none of them was a senior person in AlQaeda.
And we tell the American enemy: the Muslim nation has shown to be hard to
lead and hard to give in to the attacking occupiers, and war only bears war,
and ask old Britain why it escaped Yemen? It the aircraft like you did,
employed spies like you employed, and took soldiers like you did, any
moreover they created a pure British colony in Yemen and you are going over
the same route, and will meet the same destiny – with the permission of
Allah
A nation on earth not beatable by a criminal *** It’s but the humiliation of the criminal
Say not it’s been humiliated, it’s not credible *** that a mouse humiliates a grand lion

Our forefathers fought Britain and its agents, and make jihad by the support
of Allah and supplied and power against America and its agents and we
entice Muslims to do that as Allah said: (Then fight (O Muhammad ) in the
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Cause of Allah, you are not tasked (held responsible) except for yourself, and
incite the believers (to fight along with you), it may be that Allah will restrain
the evil might of the disbelievers. And Allah is Stronger in Might and Stronger
in punishing. And having talked about America and its agents we are to talk
also about the agent Sanaa government and say: this American campaign
came after several visit by the defence secretary with a military and media
entourage to their masters in Washington, and rather than bringing the
alleged aid to the poor people the Sanaa government brought trouble,
shelling and destruction, they turned out to be more of a jinx than Abi Raghal
to their people, and Allah is our resort and suffice He does. This American
war that the Sanaa government has chosen to participate in and to play the
spy client role in it will grind all that they collect in terms of futureless goods
and posts and grades. America went running away from Vietnam after it
finished all its efforts shelling the Vietnamese people and then left its agents
to meet their destiny. That very same is repeating in Afghanistan and Iraq,
and the American agents in the Arabian Island will meet the same destiny
with the permission of Allah.
We say that after having done all we could to prevent the army going
through certainly lost battles against mujahedeen and the Sanaa government
could have done better by rather than going through this lost war, rather to
hear and obey the calls of Sunni Muslims in the north of the country after the
Hothies were given free hand to practice their crimes with all people looking
and listening, so where’s the alleged nationalism of the army and where is its
role? Or is the gun only to be pointed according to American desires?
Finally, we thank our Muslim brethren everywhere for their stance in which
they deplored the horrible American crimes of the Yemen of faith and
wisdom, and we assure them that our jihad is continuing unstopped by the
plot of a traitor, or weakened by the slyness of a trickster, and we won’t put
down our weapon - with the permission of Allah – till our Muslim nation’s
rights care restored, and we repel the occupier and push back the aggressor,
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and that nation is ruled by sharia and justice and shura rule supreme and the
last of our supplication is that thanks be to Allah.
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